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A BSTRACT
While there are a variety of distinct graph visualization techniques
described in the visualization literature and used in practice, many of
these techniques have similarities. Graph-Level Operations (GLOs)
use these similarities as building blocks for specifying graph visualization techniques. We present two GLO-based models, each
consisting of a visual element model and an operation set. GLOv2
enables specifying interactive static-graph visualization techniques
with multiple displays and DGLOs enables specifying dynamicgraph visualization techniques.
1 I NTRODUCTION
There are a large variety of graph visualization techniques, from
commonly known and used techniques to those that exist almost
exclusively in research literature. In 2014, Stolper et al. presented
the Graph-Level Operations model [11] (GLOv1). They showed
that by using the pairwise similarities and differences between a
set of seed techniques, one could identify a distinct set of atomic
manipulations to a visualization that serves as a declarative model
to describe graph visualization techniques.
Following the process used by Stolper et al., we have developed
two additional models addressing gaps in the earlier work: GLOv2
and DGLOs. Building on GLOv1, GLOv2 enables specifying techniques that use multiple displays, such as small-multiples views
(e.g. Attribute Matrix [8] or GraphDice [2]) or coordinated views
(e.g. MatrixExplorer [5] and DOSA [12]). DGLOs is a new GLO
model designed around dynamic graph visualization strategies such
as animation and small-multiple timelines as well as dynamic graph
techniques such as 1.5D Egographs [10] and Gestaltmatrices [3].
Javascript+SVG implementations of both models are in active development and are available on GitHub.
2 GLOV 2
In order to determine the viability of the GLO concept, we selected
the GLOv2 seed techniques through an extensive literature review.
We seeded the review with papers containing graph-related terms in
their titles from the IEEE Infovis, IEEE Vis/SciVis, and IEEE VAST
conferences using the Visualization Publication Dataset [7]. We then
added publications on graph visualization techniques referenced by
these works and references of those references. In all, we reviewed
430 graph visualization publications.
Through the course of the review, we coded seven categories
of techniques: static-graph visualization techniques, tree visualization techniques, directed acyclic graph visualization techniques,
dynamic-graph visualization techniques, graph visualization interactions, graph visualization display options, and graph visualization
systems. Graph visualization interactions and graph visualization
display options (e.g. edge bundling [6]) are not complete techniques,
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Force-Directed Layout
Matrix Plot
Cluster Circles
Circle Graph
GeneVis A
GeneVis B
Arc Diagram
Matrix Browser
Matrix with Bars
MatrixExplorer
NetLens
Semantic Substrates
PivotGraph
MatLink
List View

Edge-Label-Centric
Honeycomb
GraphDice Segment
3x3 GraphDice
GMap
Attribute Matrix
EdgeMap A
EdgeMap B
Hive Plot
2x3 Hive Panel
ScatterNet
Citevis
DOSA
NodeTrix

Table 1: The 29 GLOv2 seed techniques derived from a review of
430 graph visualization publications. Citations have been excluded for
space.

but rather components that can be integrated into an existing technique. Graph visualization systems are applications that implement
one or more graph visualization techniques. In the case where
those techniques are novel, we coded the system and the technique
separately. For example, the Ploceus system [8] utilizes the novel
Attribute Matrix technique.
We chose to limit our potential seeds to the 55 techniques coded
as static-graph visualization. We address a selection of the dynamicgraph visualization techniques with DGLOs, described below. Of
these, we removed any that first reduce the graph to a tree and then
visualize that. We then removed those techniques that relied on
three-dimensional rendering in order to focus on two-dimensional
techniques. Finally, we removed those that used glyphs to represent
attributes in addition to nodes and edges. Our final set of 29 graph
visualization techniques can be found in Table 1.
2.1

Model of Visual Elements

As with GLOv1, each graph-level operation in GLOv2 changes an
aspect of a visualization element model, such as the positions of
glyphs representing nodes or the shape of glyphs representing edges
(rectangles for matrix plots or lines for force-directed diagrams).
Due to the larger set of seed techniques, we formalized and extended
GLOv1’s model of visual elements. Glyphs (including node glyphs,
edge glyphs, and group glyphs) are shapes that are drawn with
visual properties that can be set either from constants or based on
properties of the node or edge data. Each node glyph is also in one
of three interaction modes: no interaction, highlight neighbors, and
highlight in-out-neighbors (where in-neighbors and out-neighbors of
a selected node are rendered differently). Each edge glyph has one
of six interaction modes: show none, show all, show faded, show
incident, show in-out, and show faded and incident (where all edges
are shown but at a lower visual salience unless they are incident
to a selected node). Glyphs are then grouped into Generations. A
single node generation contains a node glyph for each node of the
graph, and GLOv2 adds analogous edge generations. Rather than
modifying individual glyphs, operations act upon generations. Node
and edge glyphs can be aggregated into generations of super-nodes

and super-edges based on a shared property. Generations can be
cloned and then manipulated separately in order to have multiple
sets of nodes or edges (for example, the left-side and top labels in
a matrix plot). Generations are drawn on Canvases, each of which
has Cartesian and polar axes. Each canvas has axis labels for the
four axes that can be shown or hidden. Finally, canvases are drawn
on a single GLO Display. Canvases are arranged in a grid along
the x and y axes. Similar to how new node and edge generations
can be created by cloning existing node and edge generations, new
canvases can be created by partitioning existing canvases along the
x or y axis.

drawNodeGlyphs
drawEdgeGlyphs
drawRegions
transformNodeGlyphsToLabels
transformNodeGlyphsToCircles
transformEdgeGlyphsToSTLines
transformEdgeGlyphsToRects
transformEdgeGlyphsToGestaltGlyphs
enableStepping
disableStepping
drawTimesteps

2.2 Operations Set
GLOv2 consists of 72 operations, divided into eight categories: adjusting glyph positioning, adjusting glyph visual properties, cloning
generations, aggregating glyphs, displaying axes, partitioning canvases*, drawing translucent convex hulls of generations*, and adjusting glyph interaction modes. (The two starred categories are
new to GLOv2.) Operations in the partitioning canvases category
allow small-multiples views and multiple coordinated views to be
described by a graph-level operations model. Operations in the convex hulls category enable drawing regions of node glyphs, necessary
for specifying the GMap [4] technique. While the number of seed
techniques represented by GLOv2 has increased from 6 in GLOv1
to 29 in GLOv2, the number of operations only increased by a factor
of 2.

Table 2: The DGLOs operations set, induced from animated and timeline force-directed plots, animated and timeline matrices, animated
GMaps [9], Gestaltmatrices [3], and 1.5D Egographs [10].

3 DGLO S
Both GLOv1 and GLOv2 cover static graph visualization techniques.
To understand whether dynamic graph visualization techniques have
an analogous set of atomic operations, we applied the same methods
to a selection of dynamic graph visualization seed techniques.
We used Beck et al.’s survey of Dynamic Graph Vis [1] to identify
seed techniques. We hand-selected techniques that covered a breadth
of the design space including animated, small-multiple-based, and
dynamic graph-specific techniques. We settled on animated and timeline force-directed plots, animated and timeline matrices, animated
GMaps [9], Gestaltmatrices [3], and 1.5D Egographs [10].
As with GLOv1 and GLOv2, transitions between the seed techniques dictated the set of operations. The resulting set of 21 operations can be found in Table 2. The DGLOs visual element model is
simpler than GLOv2’s and consists of node and edge glyphs, timeline canvases (one per time-step in the data), and a DGLO Canvas.
DGLOs’ positioning is at a higher level of abstraction than in either
GLOv1 or GLOv2, using only force-directed and matrix positioning
operations. (The latter of which handles duplicating nodes on the left
and top of the display.) In DGLOs, all operations affect all canvases.
Thus, DGLOs do not currently support multiple coordinated views,
only small-multiples. The operations to enable and disable stepping
(rather than starting and stopping animation) lets an implementation
handle animation using either continuous animation or UI elements
such as buttons or sliders.
4 I MPLEMENTATIONS AND O NGOING W ORK
We are actively developing Javascript+SVG implementations of
GLOv2 and DGLOs. These are available on GitHub at http://github.
com/chadstolper/glo and http://github.com/chadstolper/dglos, respectively. Moving forward, we plan to build graph exploration
applications atop the implementations. We are also exploring using
GLO specifications as a vectorization function for machine learning
tasks, such recommending techniques based on properties of the
graph data.
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removeTimesteps
positionNodeGlyphsMatrix
positionNodeGlyphsForceDirected
setSelectedNode
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